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Students on campus move into new University community
URI dormitory building, Hillside Hall mourns death of professor
BY KIMBERLY DELANDE

BY ALLISON FARRELLY

News Reporter

Contributing News Reporter

After overcoming construction delays that stalled its
opening, University of Rhode
Island students moved into the
school's newest dorm, Hillside
Hail, this weekend.
The dorm, which has been
under planning for three years,
possesses "complex features"
that slowed its construction,
according to Director of
Capital Projects Paul DePace.
While most of the dorms near
Hillside are built simply with
Lauren Trad I Cigar
red brick masonry, Hillside University of Rhode Island's new residence hall opened to students
was constructed with metal this past weekend.
and wood panels and masonry. --- ----- ------- - - - ··--··- -------- - - --· ------- -- - - - - - - - - - -- ·--Hillside also has a supplementary solar hot water system, so hall," DePace said. "It's got lot of bedrock and other
any hot water students use in some startling features in it, so unsuitable materials in the
the dorm is heated by solar it's a bit complicated to build." road that went through the
According to DePace, the construction site. The rubble
power. There is also a startling
dorm's
features were not the had to be blasted away before
amount of glass in Hillside's
only
hitch
that prevented stu- construction. could continue, a
construction, DePace said,
.
dents
from
moving in at the process that "lost quite a bit of
which are all new innovations
start
of the semes- time," DePace said.
start
of
the
unique to Hillside.
ter.
During
the
course
of the ----~:Th~~.r_~ta~t t~j~g
"It's not your father's dorconstruction
of
the
project,
it
mitory, it's a URI residence
Continued on page 3
was found that there was still a

This past week, the
University of Rhode Island
lost a member of its f,aculty.
After a brief struggle with
lung cancer, mathematics pr<;>fessor Lewis Pakula, Ph.D,
passed away on Oct. 1 at 66.
Pakula had been a member of URI's mathematics
department for more than 35
years, serving as both a professor and briefly as department head. He was highly
respected by both students
and faculty alike.
With a Bachelor's of
Science from City College of
New York and a Ph.D from
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Pakula had many
professional
achievements
including improving software
and publishing in many mathematical journals.
Third-year math student
Elliot Bertrand, a former student of Pakula's, had nothing
but kind words to say about
Pakula.
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"He had a very wry sense
of humor," Bertrand said. "It
was very biting, and [his jokes
were] all in the delivery."
· Pakula taught a multitude
. of courses from intropuctory
to· advanced while at URI.
"He was very active in
determining what mathematics should be at .all levels,"
Bertrand said.
Jtt her "In Memoriam"
article on the rna_th department's webpage, Dean of·Arts
and
Sciences
Winifred
Brownell said Pakula was "an
intelligent, gracious colleague
with a wry sense of humor
who cared deeply about student learning."
"He was a really nice guy,
not necessarily a smiley one,
but he was always willing to
help you out," Bertrand said.
As a mathematics professor, Pakula taught numerous
advanced classes full of what
many may call difficult material.
Continued on page 2

-- ·

Multicultural Center's Diversity Student Senate votes down
Week attracts large audiences $11 ,000 grant for event
BY CONOR SIMAO

News Reporter

The University of Rhode
Island's Multicultural Center
concluded its 16th annual
Diversity Week last Friday.
The week-long event,
which takes place each
October, celebrates diversity
on campus and around the
world through a series of
workshops meant to inform
and facilitate thoughtful cultural discussions. This year's
five-day Diversity Week was
made up of 67 workshops,
many of them attracting large
crowds and attention.
Such highlights included
the week's keynote speaker
Joia Mukherjee, Ph.D, who
discussed at length the issue
of health care as a fundamental human right in a speech
co-sponsored by the university's Honors Colloquium.
Other synergistic high points

carne from
a
Lifespan
Workshop Series, and a full
day dedicated to the College
of Business, which became the
third academic college at the
university to receive a full day
of attention on Diversity Week
with its inclusion this year.
Overall, upwards of 4,000
attendees sat in on workshops, leaving the average
attendance of each individual
event at 63 and average attendance per day at 845.
Mailee Kue, assistant
director of Multicultural
Student Services, characterized the event as a general
success, commenting optimistically on Diversity Week's
presence as a URI tradition.
"We have really become institutionalized,"
she
said,
adding that this year provided
"good feedback in terms of
numbers." With more than
2,700 pre-registrations for
events this year, it is manifest

Today's forecast
59°F
Gotta love
that autumn
weather!

that workshop attendance is
becoming more "intentional,"
she said.
This, Kue said, may be the
result of cross-cultural competency becoming an imperative
in the world today. Last
Wednesday's focus on the
College of Business, for
instance, helped "to highlight
to students that there are benefits to being multicultural
and
diverse ... networking,
getting ideas and developing
skills. We really hit upon that
theme this year."
Melvin Wade, director of
the Multicultural Center, was
equally proud of Diversity
Week's 16th installment. He
also emphasized the utility of
the event in educating and
readying students for a more
interconnected society.
"The world is changing so
drarnati_~~" h~i1!9-_,_ citing
Continued on page 2

BY JAKE MARROCCO

do bobbing for apples and the
track team is going to do facepainting,"
Brown
said.
A one-hour debate took the "Different things that would
floor during last night's unite the URI community; this
Student Senate meeting as way the Greek organizations
President of the Surf Club are interacting, clubs are interPatrick Brown fought for an acting, teams are interacting.
$11,000 grant to fund the This is something that never
Extreme Sports Caravan event, happens."
which would have been held
While
some · senators
on Oct. 29. The majority of agreed that the purpose of the
senators, however, voted event was excellent, the domi"nay" on the bill.
nant issue throughout the
The purpose of the event debate was the substantial
was to unite all students at URI amount of money that Brown
"like never before," Brown was requesting. had the grant
said. He intended to fill the been passed, it would have
quadrangle with as many absorbed more than 94% of the
teams, clubs and Greek organi- Senate's contingency budget,
zations as possible, and having which sat at just more than
each group run a small event at $11,700.
each of their stands. The fair
If granted, $10,000 would
would last from 4--8 p.m., and be invested in paying for Bad
would end with a concert from· Fish to perform, a factor with
the Sublime cover band, Bad which finance chairwoman
Fish.
Continued on page 2
"The swim team is going to
Contributing Sports Reporter

Find out how the men's
soccer team fared in its first
A-1 0 game of the year.

See page 8.
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CONTINUED
Diversity
From page I
the rapid rate of information
technology growth, globalization and demographic shifts.
"The objective of Diversity
Week is to prepare the academic community as a whole
for work and life in the 21st
century."
Findings from the Oct. 1
workshop,
"Multicultural
Competence among URI
Undergraduates: Examining
the Impact of Diversity Week"
demonstrated how this goal is
already being achieved. From
last
year's
data,
the
Multicultural Center was able
to conclude that students'
confidence in their multicultural competency increased as
a result of attendance at a
Diversity Week event. More
importantly, this growth
tended to result in personal
ideological changes, as participants were more likely to
"challenge culturally insensitiv~ remarks and behaviors"
as a result of it.
Other notable advancements include broader participation. The full week's attendance has grown in size from
3,000 participants to roughly
4,223, mostly the result of
greater outside support for
the campaign.
Wade reflected positively
on this information, concluding, "Diversity Week has
accomplished its goal."

Professor

cally responsible in our budget
to do so."
Shortly
preceding
Stewart's speech, president
Stephanie Segal discussed her
views on the bill and mentioned that the Senate would
be in dire economic straits if
the committee were to pass it.
"I think the five senators
that signed onto this bill,
whether they still agree or they
don't, were uneducated at the
time" Segal said. "I don't know
if I can let this [bill] go through.
I might have to veto it. If you
really look intoit, as much as I
am for having events on this
campus, this would be the last
event we could afford to have."
Although Segal does not
have a vote on the bill, she
reminded the group why certain budgets are set.
"[The contingency budget]
is the money we have to put on
an event," Segal said. "The
other money is for other things,
it is not meant for this. It would

be a dumb decision to put that
through for $11,000. I think
this is a great event, but I think
the fact that Bad Fish is $10,000
is too much money for the
Senate to approve this .. .I think
it's a great idea, but not at
$11,000 and having it be the
only event we can afford."
In other news:

-The Senate welcomed 24
new elected members to the
table in the offices of Freshmen
Representative,
At-large
Representative, On-Campus
Representative, Off-Campus
Representative,
and
Representative of the College
or Arts and Sciences. Among
the
new
Freshmen
Representatives are Karly
Turgeon, Adam Schmuter, Joe
Maynard, Raquel Mendez and
Sarah Patterson. The positions
of At-large Representative
were filled by Rachel McAteer,
Arisides
Kappatos,
Tyler

Boiteau, Kyle St. Jean, Gao
Kue, Amanda Rode, Henry
Benerato and Hannah Vitello.
Those elected to the position of
On-Campus Representative
were - Rachel Conboy, Jenna
Solomon, Rebecca Tenaglia,
Tyler Plante, Robert Nielsen
and Ansley Stuart.
OffCampus Representatives are
Jacobo
Musali,
Anthony
Davidson, Peter Hathaway and
Lucy Gildein. The final position of Representative of the
College of Arts and Sciences
was filled by Amanda Studley.
-A contingency grant of
$2,400 was given to the InterFraternity Com~ittee. (IFC) tq
help fund their efforts to break
a Guinness World Record of
high-fives performec! by a mascot in one hour. IFC President
Rob Toby discussed that the
event will Jake. place one hour
before the Homecoming game
on Saturday, Oct. 27 in Keaney
Gymnasium. Those coordinating the event wilC issue race

numbers to the people who
will high-five the mascot in
order to keep track of how
many have done so. Cameras
will also be implemented to
keep with Guinness' strict and
meticulous guidelines of proving a record has been broken.
Toby said that the group hopes
to net more than 2,400 people
to shatter the current record
that sits at just more than 1,800.

THE

UNIVERSITY
OF RHODE ISLAND

Degree
Nominations

From page I
"He had a way of lightening it up," Bertrand said. "He
made you aware that he was a
student at one point."
It is difficult to truly
appreciate the effect that
Pakula had on countless students and faculty members,
but Bertrand felt his impact.
"I don't know if the
department will try and fill
h is spot," Bertrand said.
"He's pretty irreplaceable."
Services for Pakula were
held at the Sugarman. Sinai
Memorial
Chapel
in
Providence on Oct. 3. He w ill
be greatly missed.

Senate
From page l
Kristen Stewart disagreed .
"I think this event would
be just as successful with a
DJ," Stewart said. "I hope that
[the senators] will all not let
this go through. This would
make me look very bad as the
finance chair, and it should
make us as the Senate look
very bad for spending this
much money when it's not fis-

The URI Honorary Degree Committee seeks names of individuals who have
distinguished theinselves through important contributions to the University,
to the State of Rhode Island, and/or to the nation - individuals who deserve
to be honored by the University and who will bring honor to the University
by accepting a URI degree. Nominees must have a demonstrated connection
to the University ofRho~e Island and /or the State of Rhode Island, and/or
the ability to further the mission and values of the University.
You are invited to nominate candidates for honorary degrees to be conferred
at the 2013 Commencement Cerernonies. Please note that nominees must not
be current University of Rhode Island employees. Previous recipients
include Cory Booker, John King, Christiane· Amanpour, Robert Ballard,
Lincoh1f D. Chafee, Christopher Hill, .Bob Hope, Jesse Jackson, Lyndon. B.
Johnson, Coretta Scott King, Clarence Page, Margaret Chase Smith and Kurt
Vonnegut~ Jr. The committee especially ~nvites the nomination of
distinguished fema le and minority candidates.
Nom-ination forms Hnd additional information are ava ilable at
www.uri.edu/commencement/honorary
Nomimdnom; must include t he inform ation req uested on the nomination
form ~doug with SUJI)lorting documentation. Nominations must b~
received via email by Friday'J October 26,2012.

Send aiT ~ !1Wn~nnm11dn~ms tto Donnm 'V\.'inhm11s •..;~na ~mmt2'ln
you have m1ty {nuestam~s yJic~se c~lln W74,.6Jt~ TI CD.
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about building a residence hall
is delivering it at the beginning
of the semester," DePace said.
"Not doing that makes it an
inconvenience for all parties
· _involved."
· As an energy efficient
dorm, Hillside is silver certified by the Leadership in
Energy
Efficient
and
Environment Design (LEED).
LEED, a private organization
l.;lunm Trad I Cigar
that identifies buildings as
energy efficient, has certified The lounges in Hillside ·H,all provide ·ample space for rtuderlts to ,
·
·- , ,
· . _ ,'
other URI dorms in the past, study comfortably.
- - - _ __ _____; __:_
---,-, _______ _
_ __
which include Wiley, Garrahy
and Eddy. Silver certification is _DePace -said that URI ha;-to--~Df!§pite th~ delay) D~P~Je
the third highest ranking a "talk the talk and walk the said the st udent population
building can earn from LEED.
walk," when it comes to hav- and thq~e that have tp manage
"It' s important to us to ing a "green approach." housing and residence hall
stay environmentally sensi- Having another LEED certified will be impressed wi..th t.he
tive," DePace said. "We pride building on campus pot only workmanship that went · into
ourselves on being able to sends the right rrie:ssage, building Hillside. According to
introduce another LEED certi- DePace said, but also acts as a DePace, students were anxious
fied building to URI."
teaching tool.
to see the dorm, and were
As a land grant and sea
"When URI faculty talk excited to finally move in.
grant institution, it is impor- about green design, they can
"What you'll see at
tant for URI to be environmen- point to our buildings," Hillside is a quality residence
tally ·friendly, according to DePace said. "We have to hall," DePace said. "It's cerDePace. Considering that URI show that we're not just flap- tainly different than any other
also has programs that are ping our gums about being residence hall that we've
er:_vironmentally
friendly, green."
built."
~

-'

~-- - ----

October 11·13 and October 18·20, 2012 at 7:30pm
October 14 & 21 1 2012 at 3:00pm
Robert E. Will fheatre
Box Office, 401·874-5843
Tickets available on-line at
www.uri.edu/theatre
Free Post Performance Panel Discussion,
"The Cost of Health Care'~
Sunday, October 14, 2012
following 3 pm performance.

MARVIN'S
ROO.M

by Scott McPherson

.

I

_ __

Visit us at www. ramcigar.com

UNIVERSITY OF 1v1ASSACHUSETTS

SCHOOL OF LAW•DARTMOUTH

UMass Lawmake histor with

us

... OPEN HOUSE Sat. Oct. 20, 10 am
To regiister, please caLl 508 .985.1110
333 Faunce Corner Rd. • N. Dartmouth, MA 02747-1252 • I awa d missions@ u m assd . ed u • u massd . e d u/1 aw
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EDITORIAL & OPINION

---l Campus police offer safety advice

Changes
Changes are everywhere. With new academic years there
comes is always change. This year is no exception_ although you
may or may not notice the multitude of changes around campus
during this time. It doesn't always have to be something major,
because big things can come in small packages.
A major change that is evident in many residence.halls (n~t
for too much longer, though) is the emptiness some of the residence halls have. There is an eerie silence that has come over the
halls of many buildings because many of its residents have
moved out. A large portion of those residents' movements can be
accounted for by of the opening of a new building- Hillside Hall.
The addition of Hillside has added a noticeable change to the
landscape and layout of the university to returning s~dents.
If you are a second-year student or ab'ove, you ~ill. remember the residences halls that once stood where Hillside now
stands and the fact that the street in front of Hillside didn't quite
curve that way. The 54-bed Terrace Apartments were demolished
in order to help make room for the new 429-bed Hillside Hall.
,This added space allowed the university to enroll more on-campus students, another change.
.
.
Another change, though minor, is that one rmght notice the
school looks rather full this year: You'll walk to Mainfare or
Butterfield and find yourself standing in line, or you'll head to
the Emporium and find that your coffee is taking 15 minutes
instead of the 10 it took last year. This can be attributed to more
students on campus, especially since URI has just welcomed an
unusually large freshman class, or just more students who are
hungry and craving coffee - let's go with the latter.
If noticing these kinds of change isn't your thing, you may be
noticing the drop in temperatUre. No longer are shorts or summer tanks "in." Warm clothing is making its appearance all
around campus and there doesn't seem to be any turning back
from here. If you don't enjoy the cold weather, take the time to
enjoy the change of leaf colors from indoors. Reds, brow_ns,
oranges and purples can be seen all around campus - dependmg
on the tree you're looking at. The leaves stain the ground and create designs some of you might photograph.
Whether it's the leaves, buildings, or your friend's new hair
color you notice changing, just know it's best to accept it. Though
most change is inevitable, accepting it is the first step toward
being comfortable with it, so grab your sweaters, and let's all go
outside and watch the leaves fall.

BY JAKE MARROCCO

Contributing Sports Reporter

When walking the campus
at night, whether or alone or in
a group, there is always potential for a problem to arise.
Whether it is an animal
from the woods or a person
with a weapon, those on campus should be prepared. On
campus, there are numerous .
safety options available to students in case they are presented
with a dangerous situation of
any form.
"The first thing to do is, if
possible, call the emergency
number which is [401] 8742121/' University of Rhode
Island Police Major Stephen
Baker said. "We do have · the
blue light phones on campus if
they don't have their own
phone. Just push the red button and it immediately connects you to a dispatcher. The
dispatcher
then s~nd a
police officer to wherever the
emergency is."
Before a person can gain
access to their phone or a blue
light phone, it may be necessary to employ a weapon.:for
self-defense. However, only
one . is allowed for use in such
situations: pepper spray.
Baker said this is the ideal
item for fending off a small animal or unarmed attacker.
H owever, a person's response
tactic changes drastically when

will
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approached by someone wieldThe SafeRide program is
ing a gun or other dangerous implemented to ensure the
weapon.
These types of safety of all students, but Baker
weapons can escalate the dan- and the campus police implore
ger of a situation, but Baker and that people do not take ad vanthe public safety department tage of their services.
have an answer for this paten"We ask that people don't
tial problem as we!l.
abuse it," Baker said. "[Don't
"The best thing to do is get use it] to get pizza or someout of that situation as quickly thing like that. If you're studyas possible," Baker said. ing late at night at the library
"Fortunately we haven't had and need ,a ride back to your
those kinds of incidents here. dorm or to ·a commuter lot,
The police are unarmed also, so we'll certainly provide that."
if we have an inciqent like that
Students ,on
campus
1
we have to ' call Sortth should be cognizant of their
Kingstown Police to come help . surroundings each night of the
us out ... We've had knife· calls, week but ' this . awareness
but no serious assaults here in shoul4 be doubted ~s the weeksome time."
~n'd approaches. Baker said
A phone and mace can be 'Yhile most sjmple assaults,
effective tools, but awareness of ~ a:fso known as assaults on peaone's environment can paten- ple; occur on Tpur~day and
tiaiiy be their greatest weapon. Friday nights, students should
"The main thing is know . always know their surroundyour surroundings," Baker ~gs.
,
If someone feels that they
said; "You shouldn't be traveling alone late at night; this are·· in .danger ,at . ?.:ny time, a
applies to everybody. Staying p<:>lice officei' is :n.ev"~?r far away.
in the well-lit areas and not If a patrol car is spotted near
going into the darker ones, any given area, a person should
especially if you're alone. If you never hesitate to request their
are alone and you want a ride assistance.
from one place to another on
"Our officers are always
campus, you can call SafeRide." .approachable," Baker said.
An officer at SafeRide can "Unless they ·happen to be on
be reached by dialing (401) 874- another emergency call, they'll
7233 in an eme~9ency ~itu~tiol).j·.·d~~j~it~JY , , .ct; op ·.· .• w~atever
If . there is· rio · nnmedrat~· Meci "'"'.i.tkey.-tt'ooomg-t~ he-lp -somebody
for assistance, they should dial out in any situation. That's
the non-emergency police what we're here for."
number, (401) 874-4190.

Voting is not optional. It
is a responsibility, a duty and
a privilege. Brave men
fought, suffered and perished
for centuries to secure the
right to elect their leaders,
combating
tyrants
and
despots ~enf on the suppression liberty for the benefit of a
corrupt elite.
It is easy for the world to
return to the hands of tyrants,
fueled by greed and thirst for
power: if the system has broken us, beaten us, to the point
where we cannot even fulfill

the most basic of democratic
functions, then what hope do
we have for a free future, for
us and generations unborn?
This is not ·. hyperbole.
This is not a stretch of the
imagination. This is historically proven. We can doom
ourselves to a dark future, or
set the building blocks of a
stronger, freer society.
We may be drops in the
ocean, but without us, there
would be none at all; no
rivers, no lakes, no streams,
no glaciers and no hope. We
are the future we look for
everyday in the news, and in

the faces of our leaders. We
make this happen. We have
to.
lf you haven't registered
,to v:otei you're running out of
t.ime: ~I registration [was]
S~turday; Oct. 6. Out-of-state
.deadlines are approaching at
equal speed.
If you haven't registered,
do it today. If you want a ballot mailed to you, do it today.
Applications are in the
Student Senate office.
It's time: go.
-Alex Kowalski
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ENTERTAINMENT
'Taken 2' falls short of its predecessor
BY CONOR FAGAN
Contributing Entertaimnent Wro ter

The 2008 action movie
"Taken" was an exceptionally
quotable installment of the
standard
action/ thriller
premise.
It follows the exploits of
an ex-CIA assassin named
Bryan Mills (played by none
other than legendary Irish
actor Liam Neeson) forced to
travel to Paris and rescue his
daughter, who has been kidnapped by members of an
Albanian gang specializing in
the sex trade. Though far
from stellar and suffering
from the unavoidable problems of a content-restrictive
PG-13 rating, the film featured a mix of notable highoctane shootouts, torture
sequences and badass overthe-phone threats that proved
successful and entertaining, if
not overly cerebral. Needless
to say, "Taken" has a become
a cult hit in the years follow ing its strong box office
release and, even less surprisingly, has spawned an unnecessary and uninspiring sequel
in its cultural wake.
Four years later, it would

appear that American audi- ond time around sees writers
ences have strapped in for Luc Besson and Robert Mark
"Taken 2." The saga of Bryan Kamen's poor choice to showMills continues when the case the two uncharismatic
grief-stricken families of the damsels in distress in leading
nefarious, ethnically ambigu- roles, hindering the plot (and
ous thugs Mills brutally dis- more importantly the flow of
patched in the previous the action sequences) in
movie have mobilized to "Taken 2."
achieve their revenge on the ·
Sure, plenty of cars get
CIA-trained
superdad. crash~d, but to what end, I
"Taken 2" showcases exacer- ask you? And, mon~ imporbated, overblown versions of tantly, why do the produce~s
the script problems that even bother to translate the
plagued "Taken" 'Yh~le.failing ·. foreign speech of the villains?
to revive the cinematic facets It 'seems all they ever <have to
that eclipsed the originars say is sinister "bad guy" stuff
obvious flaws.
like "We - will have our
For example, the first thir- revenge!" · or "Quickly, find
ty minutes of both "Taken" the girl!" or "Go investigate
and "Taken 2" arc frontloaded tha~ ~cries of sh,o tgun blasts
with unbelievable dialogue followed by a scream from
delivered in Neeson's now- who I believe to be on:e of our
trademark gruff, ' wooden cohorts while I walk in the
monotone that falls ·short of opposite direction!"
establishing a complex, meanWhen you get right down
ingful relationship between to it, "Taken 2" fails to live up
Mills and his daughter and to the substantial hype of its
ex-wife.
original. With neither the
The vapid female charac- action nor a good driving
tcrs' scant lines of dialogue intrigue as a plot device, this
and tertiary significance to sequel falls short. Don't waste
the actual plot of the story your time and money and just
made this glaring problem watch "Taken" when it plays
bearable in the original on FX.
the sec-

A legacy to live up to ...

... a legacy to pass on.

·G
COMMUNITY SERVICE
GINA MAINE LLA is a sopho-

KYLE WEINREICH is a

more from Dighton, Massachu-

junior

setts and a member of the Alpha

Vermont and the current

Phi sorority. Although she is
only a sophomore, she is already

president of the Zeta Beta

using her Public l{elations and

double majoring in Politi-

networking talents to contribute

cal Scie nce and Econom-

to the URI coi~1mnni ty in a posi-

ics wifb a minor in Lead-

t ive manner.

Not onl v is Gina
.I

from

Plainfleld,

Tau fraternity.

ership .

Last year, Kyle

the URI Habitat for Humanity Partnership .inten1, but she is

fo unded and organized URJ's first Get on the Ball comm u-

also a recruitment co unselor and a member of the l'anhellenic

nity service project. ln its first year, Kyle 's project maxed

i~

working on planning High Fives for

out its local sponsors and raised over S 2,000 to benefit the

Habitat which will take place on Saturday, O ctober 27'", prior to
the Guin ness World Record for the most high-fives given to a mas-

Make-A-Wish foundation . This year, Kyle and his brothers will collaborate the same project to instead benefit the
Children's Miracle Network . If you see Kyle and hi s

cot in an hour. Lead by Gina, Habitat fo r Humanity will be selling

brothers rolling a 6-foot beach ball around campus, be sure

foam Fingers for S5. 00 . All of the proceeds fro m this ev ent will

to contrihutc your signature to h_c lp make a difference in the

henefit So uth Co un ty' s Habitat for Humanity chapter.

lives of hospi talized children .

Council . Currently, Gina

the Homecoming Football Game. 'I'he goal of this event is lo break

FELLOWSHIP

SCHOLARSHIP

COMMUNITY SERVICE

LEADERSHIP
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& ENTERTAINMENT

Tim Burton's new movie Rapper Chris Webby releases quality
mixtape in new album, 'Bars On Me' . ·
invites look back on career
BY MARTIN LANNAN

Contributing Entertainment Writer

Wonka" is, of course, Burton's
particular style, ensuring that
his adaptation isn't merely a
As Halloween approach- straight remake of the
es, it is only fitting to watch beloved 70s version.
spooky, dark films to go with
Burton's film "Alice in
the season. Director, produc- Wonderland" was the seconder, writer and artist Tim
highest-grossing film of 2010.
Burton has 27 films under his
Again, it stars Johnny Depp
belt in which he has been a and also Burton's domestic
part of and nearly all of them · partner, Helena Bonham
fit that category. His newest Carter. This film tells the clasrelease, "Frankenweenie," is sic tale of Alice as she follows
very much a part of that the rabbit down his rabbit
wheelhouse, and has been hole and finds wonderland.
getting positive notices.
The true uniqueness of this
Burton also directed the film, and how one can distinclassic "Beetlejuice," one of guish ho~ only Burton could
his fi~st films, a supernatural come up with such an adaptacomedy horror with a couple tion, is the characters and cosdying and turning into tume. Over the top, quirky
ghosts. A new family moves and creepily innovative ways
into their home and turns the transformed the actors into
house into a gaudy home- not u~recognizable humans but
fitting for two supernatural rather perfect mutations of
beings. The ghost couple their characters from the clasmuststay in the h ouse for 125 sic
story.
years and if they want to
Two of his other past
move the new family out they films, "The Nightmare Before
have to scare them away.
Christmas" and "Corpse
His
film
"Edward Bride," are animated producScissorhands" was another tions. While directed by
quirky and dark movie. This Henry Selick, "Nightmare" is
romimtic fantasy stars Johnny distinctly a Burto!l producDepp, a recurring actor in tion. It takes place in
many of Burton's films. Halloween Town, full of monEdward Sciss6rhands is a sters, ghosts, ghouls, goblins,
young man created b y an vampires, werewolves and
inventor who died before fin- witches. The main character,
ishing Edward, leaving him Jack Skellington, accidently
with scissors for hands. He opens a portal to Christmas
lives alone in a gothic man- Town and becomes obsessed
sion until a woman takes pity with the holiday and the joy
on him and decides to take that surrounds it. Telling
him home with her. He trims Hallqween Town of his findthe hedges with his scissor ings they plot to take over
hands an.d gives perfect hair- Christmas.
cuts, leaving most neighbors
'"Corpse Bride" follows
and towns people impressed, husband and wife to be Victor
except for a religious freak - and Victoria (Depp and
and Kim's boyfriend, who Carter, again). Their wedding
seek out the end of Edward. gets ruined as Victor is caught
· Both "Scissorhands" arid by a corpse in a bridal gown,
"Beetlejuice" both did well to Emily, and he is pulled into
establish Burton as a director the Land of the Dead where
with a unique creative vision Emily · plans on keeping him
in Hollywood that set him and making him her husband.
apart.
He tries desperately to escape
Burton also later did and find his way back to
remakes of "Charlie and the Victoria
but Emily feels as
Chocolate
Factory"
and
though if she had to suffer all
"Alice in Wonderland.'' His
these time so should Victoria.
adaptation of "Charlie" porAs with "Nightmare" and
trays Willy Wonka (Depp) as "Corpse
Bride,"
a creepy-recurring theme, a "Frankenweenie," which is
factory owner who acts already in theaters now, is jln
strange at the mention of fam- animated feature that utilizes
ilies or friends . Wonka the same stop-motion style
decides that Charlie should that made tho se films so
take over his factory, but for- memorable. Burton is .a
bids him from bringing his quirky, strange, dark, yet
family. Charlie refuses to amazingly creative director
agree to this and finds out whose films intertwine death,
about Wonka's troubled past life and love effortlessly. His
with his own father. Having unique style seems as though
not seen him since he ran it will never become out of
away as a child, Charlie date or boring, meaning there
insists that Wonka imd his will be much more of him to
father reconnect and reunite come.
as father and son. What sets
this version apart from the
classic Gene Wilder "Willy
BY ANASTASIA MUCA

Contributing Entertainment Writer

On Sept. 30, Christian "Chris
Webby'' Webster logged a solid
addition to his expansive mixtape discography. A mix of A-list
and up-and-coming guest featUres, along with production
from Ski Beatz and Taylor Gang's
Cardo, make "Bars On Me" __ a
must-listen mixtape.
The 23-year-old Norwalk,
Conn. emcee's cult following has
expanded due in part to his relatable lyrics. Being of" college age/'
I found many of his verses
humorous and was able to
instantly recognize his subject

matter. With lines like "murder
any beat and leave the listener to
witness it/Jason Statham even
scared to put me on his hit list,"
Webby is able to hold the listener' s attention with constant popculture references. Webby's overall flow, together with his clever
lyrics, make for an enjoyable 54
minutes.
For someone who has followed his progression, including
the less-than-stellar iTi.mes EP
"There GCX(S the Neighborhood,"
I can say Webby is on the ver~e of .
major success. Each mixtape SeeS .
Webby with bigger and better
features, stronger production and

more downloads on Datp1ff.com
(currently at 115,000 downloa~s
and counting). For those_unf~
iar with mixtapes, D~tpiff.com IS
among the top webs1tes to check
out. They are free and legal promotional mixes available for
download because the purpose
of an artist's "mixtape" is to ereate a buzz through the streets and
on tht:f.Internet. If anyone knows
how to create an onlin~ buzz, it is
Webby, the artist who f~ously
was the . first( ~st to · crash
Da~iff~s serv~rs WI.~, the ~lease
of ·his fifth ffilXtape, Best m the
~- ______ _

Twin Lobsters $29
First Gansett Draft
on Us!

\\' aderf1•ont Seafood Restaurant
A Rhodt,~ Island Institution since 1948

DINING • TAKE-OUT

• SUSHI BAR

Continued on page 7
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CLASSIFIEDS
Help Wanted
Ram Sign Shop and Campus CopyResponsibilities include helping in all
stages of sign making as well as assisting in
campus copy center. Adobe Design
Software experience preferred. Send
resume to signshop@etal.uri.edu.
Dance Instructors needed. Tuesday-modem, lyrical; Wednesday-hip-hop. Call
Holly@ 40 1-744-0386 to fill one or both
da s.

UVinu
Tired of dorm noise? Block from ocean
Scarborough three-bedroom house. $250
pp, with washer/dryer, dishwasher. 401789-6580, MSWOISKI@yahoo.com.
Waterfront Narrow River. Parents, visitors,
visiting professors, alumni. 3-bedroom,
furnished, clean, kayaks. Egrets. I 0 mincampus. Rent weekends/weekly during
school.

Services
Tutoring: math, physics, chemistry engineering-statics, thermo, fluid, dynamics.
Call Joe: 401-474-6569. Located in
Kingston Emporium.
Albie's Place: Try a Phat Albie! A sandwich with chicken fingers, mozz sticks,
French fries, bacon, lettuce, tomato, and
honey mustard! Or there's always our delicious 20+ salads!

Rapper
From page 6
Burbs."
The first track, which bears
the same name as the mixtape,
showcases Webby's cult-worthy
flow. Set over an original beat
that resembles a "hookah bar
belly dance" type sound, Webby
convincingly runs laps around
the Cardo-produced track Two
tracks later, we find him trading
verses with well-known rapper
Bun-B (of UGK) and up-andcomer l<id Ink "Wait a Minute"
is a solid track with sm8oth pairings and a "spacey" Style beat.
Speaking of pairings, a fea~
ture from living legend Method
Man gives the entire project
instant credibility. By securing
the Wu-Tang Clan front man for
a guest spot, Webby has shown
that he is a real threat to breakthrough. Although Method Man
naturally takes most of the spotlight on the track "CT 2 Shaolin,"
Webby is able to make it work A
similar track, "Whatever I like,"
features another up-and-comer,
Jon Connor. This time, Webby is
able to showcase his skills without being overshadowed. I felt it
necessary to point out that Chris .
Webby, as an up-and-comer himself, was smart to include fellow
up-and-comers Kid Ink, Jon
Connor and Emilio Rojas ("Dark
Side"). I like to see peers working
with each other rather than with
one or two A-listers and several
C-list rappers (Driicky Graham,

Chevy Woods) on a mixtape.
. _Although lacking an overall
direction, "Bars On Me" offers
the listener a free and fun ride.
Chris Webby is an artist that you
should certainly check out
because of his likeability. Those
that know of Webby and that do
not like his music are few and far
between. In the end, if you are
looking for some good, new
music to show your friends or
blast in your car, "Bars On Me"
and Chris WebbY, for that matter,
are a g6od start.'
:
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travel far for their :t:lext meet,
which · wili be held · in East
Greenwich's Goddard Park The
race.,wifl take place\dn Oct. 19 at
the Rothenberg ~un. The
Atlantic-10 Championship ' 'will
then be held or:t Oct. 27 at
Fairmont Park in Philadelphia,
Penn.

Golf
Frompage 8
what we are. We've beaten
teams that have been ahead of us
the past .5-6 years. I think the
feeling that they can rely on each
other h as really helped us."
Rhodywill finish its fall season
at
the
Wolfpack
Intercollegiate, in Raleigh, N.C.
on Oct. 19 and 20.

----'-------~ ------ - --~- ---- ~~------
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'The Loved Ones' an underrated horror flick
BY AUGIE KIN G

Entertainment Editor

Horror is a tough genre to
work within. It's hard just to
make a good horror movie, and it
seems like it's even harder to get
the good ones released.
With the exceptions of "The
Woman in Black" (which I
thought was decent, not great)
and "The Cabin in the Woods"
(fantastic) this year, we have seen
tht:: releases of lackluster efforts
such as "Chernobyl Diaries,"
"The Devil Inside" and "The
Silent House." As those lesser
ones were being put into theaters,
I kept hearing word that "The
Loved Ones," one that had been
getting great reviews, wasn't get"
ting a theatrical showing. Now
that I've had the chance to catch
the movie on DVD, it's even
more maddening that such an
effective thriller was dumped
while studios thought something
like the aw ful, generic "The
. Apparition" was worthy of a
thousand theater screens.
The main story is rather simple. Prom is very near, and students are getting excited for the
event. Lola asks Brent, our protagonist, to the prom, but he is
already going with his girlfriend
Holly. Lola doesn't take too kind··
iy to this, and she and her father
kidnap Brent so they can ha'll' a
prom of ll-t1.'ir own· at her house.

Beyond that, there are more character developments that come
into play later on, so it's best just
to go in knowing only the basic
premise. There's no final twist or
game-changing revelations, but
there is more going on under-thesurface that enriches the plot.
What sets "The Loved Ones"
apart from the usual horror crop
is its relative avoidance of the
cliches of the genre. Apart from a
dumb decision or two on the part
. of the main character, the film ·
doesn't rely on unlikable stereotypes, predictable beats, or ove.rplayed jump scares to carry itself
along. The best of the genre doesn't merely show horrific acts or
calculate
it's
suspenseful
m oments; it gets under your skin,
. finding the sweet sp ots that
unnerve rather than disgust.
Brent, acted by Xavier Samuel,
earns a lot of sympathy from the
audience early on, meaning that
the ordeals he has to go through
later are even more effective and
hard to watch.
This isn't to say that "The
Loved Ones" is light on the red
stuff. There are certainly choice
moments that are pretty gross,
but director Sean Byrne doesn't
dwell on them longer than they
need to be. While looking _at the
trailer gives the suggestion of a
"Saw" -like series of tortures
(which isn't entirely untrue),
Byrne understands ih<il !he scari-

est parts are the ones we don't
see. Unlike other horror directors
that try this but often feel lil.<e
they'r~ holding hack, Byrne
knows precisely what to obscure
and when to cut away at the right
times.
.In addition to that, there are
some creepy elements to the life
of Lola (played by Robin
McLeavy, _w ho is frighteningly
effective at switching between
sweet and menacing} that are
insinuated to the audience. John
Brompton's weird performance
as her father suggests there's
something "more" between them
just from the subtle facial expressions he shows, as well as there
being a bizarre character named
Bright Eyes, who m ay or may not
be Lola's mom (the movie only
hints at who she is, rather than
plainly stating.)
.
I don' t typically review
video releases, although "The
Loved Ones" is too good to
ignore in light of the fact that it
was denied a theatrical release
and wasn't paid the attention it
so rightly deserves. While "Cabin
in the Woods" was a creative and
totally unique shot-in-the-arm to"
the horror genre, it was more of a
"fun" type of horror moVie. "The
Loved Ones" is the flip side of
that, satisfying audiences who
crave for "pure" frights and
scares rather than meta-jokes and
enjov<Jbk thriils. Check it out. ·
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sPOitTs
Men's soccer team ends winless stretch,
defeats University of Massachusetts 3-1
BY JAKE MARROCCO

Contributing Sports Reporter

The University of Rhode
Island men's soccer team captured a win in its first
Atlantic-10 Conference game
of the year, defeating the
University of Massa chusetts
3-1.
The game began as a torrential downpour made the
field extremely wet and diffi. cult to handle. Both teams
exchanged a few shots
throughout the first 35 minutes of play, but neither was
able to put the ball on goal.
The first goal of the match
came at 35:38 when Rhode
Island sophomore Mike Casey
punched a rebound into the
open net. The Rams would
hold the lead into the half.
"I had a bunch of chances
before that I should have finished on," Casey said. "I
owed it to my team to put that
one away.
I was pretty
pumped."
Entering the second half
the Mii:mtemen attempted to
put themselves on th~ board,
but were stifled by redshirt
freshman goalie Thomas
Spenser who made six saves
during the match. Among the
missed opportunities was a
breakaway from freshman
Will Ellis that went wide of
the goaL

"Great performance by
Spenser," head coach John
O'Connor said. "He's had to
work at it. He kept things
organized and that's the thing
we've been asking him to do.
He's young and he's still
working at it."
In the 70th minute sophomore Alan Hernandez who
delivered a cross in front of
the net to senior Thomas
Lindroos who fired a shot into
the back of the net to give
Rhode Island a 2-0 lead.
"Lindroos scored a really
nice goal," Casey said.
"Everyone worked well to put
this one together."
Just over 10 minutes later
sophomore Matt Sykes rocketed the ball past Frame for
the third Rams goal of the
night.
.
"I thought the guys held
strong," O'Connor said. "The
passing was the biggest thing.
We tried to go direct and with
the big guys it was tough, but
we played our short passes
and I think that's what
worked."
With
nine
seconds
remaining in the match,
UMass
senior
Dominic
Skrajewski was awarded a
penalty kick after being
ti:·ipped up inside the box.
Skrajewski put the ball past
Spenser
to
give
the
Minutemen a late goal, but it

was not enough.
"The chemistry on the
field was better than it's -ever
been," Casey stated. "We
were connecting passes (and)
we were putting everything
together. Once in a while, you
get a mistake and everyone
picks each other back up. The
team chemistry is incredible.
We can't ask for more."
Rhode Island looks to
continue its winning ways
this weekend when it travels
to Philadelphia to take on
Temple University and St.
Joseph's University.
"We'll get some rest this
week," O'Connor said. "We'll
try to . make sure we get a
good [scouting report] on
these teams and prepare. The
second game is always the
toughest one of the weekend,
so our goal is always just to
get the first one and then
we'll look at the next one
after."
Casey added that the
team confidence in themselves now and going forward
is unshakable.
"[I knew at] the first whistle in the game," Casey said.
"I was thinking to myself 'All
right, we've got this one.' I
had full confidence in us to
win this one; we were in the
locker room talking about it.
That's the attitude we have to
have."

Men's golf team places
second at Connecticut Cup
I

BY COLIN HOWARTH

Contributing Sports Reporter

The University of Rhode
Island men's golf team earned a
second place finish at the
Connecticut Cup this past
Tuesday.
Strong play from senior
Branden Chicorka and junior
Andrew Fiorenzano propelled
the Rams to thei.i- 16est finish-- o~_
the season.
Chicorka tied for eighth, rallying b;ick from a shaky first
round. He started the event _on
Monda)j shooting a 75 in the
morning session and a 74 in the
afternoon, good for 20th pl,ace. In
the final round Chicorka
bounced back and.shot a 69 (-3),
matching his lowest score of the
season.
"Quite frankly his three
under did not surprise me in the
least," Rhode Island coach Gregg
Burke said. "It could have been
five or six [under par]. Branden's
biggest challenge is overcoming
the weight of expectation. If he's
an even one over par people eire
surprised. I think he's the best
player in New England."
Fiorenzano tied for 20th,
shooting a 225 and improving
every round of the to.4mqruent·
He posted a 75 in the morning
session, a 74 in the afternoon and
a 73 in the final round, giving
him his second best finish of the

season.
"Andrew Fiorenzano was
playing with tremendous pain in
his foot," Burke said. "He could
barely walk the final nine holes.
Branden firially showed just how
good he truly is."
Junior• Jared Adams and
freshman Nick Fairweather both
. placed in the top 40 as · well.
Adams bounced back after a 63rd
place finish on Supday to earn
31st. Fairweather, battling illness, finished in a tie for 38th
place after shooting a 74 in the
final round, his best score to date.
, Senior Jeffr,ey Ray tied his
~ldwest round 6£ the fall with a 74
(+2). Ray finished. in .a tie for
42nd place overall.
. -"1he key to the second place
finish though was Je!frey Ray
who had his best competitive
round ever given the difficulty of
the golf course and the weather
conditions," Burke said.
URI finished only four
strokes back from the University
of Hartford with an overall score
of 886. The second-place finish
marks Rhode Island's best finish
of the season.
"As strange as it sounds, we
played better because we're more
of .a teQill th'!n we \\~'ere a month
ilg~," ij~k:e scrid. >li iive Branden
credit for his leadership. We
have a good sense of who and
Continued on page 7

·Men's basketball team, new coach Men's cross country team
"
prepare ., for upcoming season
places well at championship .
BY JONATHAN SHIDELER

starter at Duke University. The
former All-American is the
NCAA all-time assist leader
October is nearing its end,
with 1,076 and a two-time
which means college basketball
national champion.
is right around the corner. With
Dan Hurley started coachJim Baron out and new head
ing at St. Benedict's Prep New
coach Dan Hurley in, the
Jersey. In his nine-year tenure
University of Rhode Island
Hurley helped turn the school
men's basketball team that is
into one of the nation's top basgoing to be put out on the court
ketball programs.
this year will be a breath of
· Following his time at St.
fresh air for both players and
Benedict's Hurley helped transfans.
form Wagner College from a
Hurley comes from an outlosing team into a meaningful
standing basketball family; his
program. In 2010, the ~ear
father Bob Hurley is a member
before Hurley took the job,
of the Basketball Hall of Fame
Wagner had a record of 5-26.
for his contributions at St.
Last year the Seahawks finAnthony High School in New
ished with a record of 25-6. His
Jersey. Throughout his 39 years
team dominated at home,
Bob has 26 state championships
which is something Rhody fans
and more than 1,000 wins.
would love to see, with a record
Another member of the
of 12-3. Wagner failed to make
Hurley family who fans will be
the NCAA tournament but did
seeing a lot of this -season is defeat University of Pittsburgh,
associate head coach Bobby .
which, at the time, was ranked
Hurley, the head coach's older No.l5.
brother. Bobby was the seventh
Seniors Andre Malone,
overall pick in the 1993' NBA
Nikola Malesevic an~ Ryan
draft following four years as a
Staff Sports Reporter

Brooks are three of five Rams
returning from last year's roster to give the team a needed
core of senior leadership.
Sophomores Mike Powell and
T.J. Buchanan will be two
underclassmen corning back to
the Ryan Center.
Junior Xavier Munford is a
junior college transfer on this
year's roster who was coached
by Hurley at St. Benedict's.
Munford attended Miami-Dade
College his freshman year
where he averaged 17.3 points
per game. He then transferred
to Iowa Western College and
averaged 16.6 points per game
in his sophomore season.
Hurley has gone on the
record saying he wants his
team to be the hardest working,
best~conditioned team in the
country; all things that his team
can control. If Hurley can stick
to his plan of playing clean basketball and tough defense then
the Rhody basketball program
could become as significant as
it once was.

BY TIM LIMA

Staff Sports Reporter

The University of Rhode
Island men's cross country team
is optimistic about the future
after its best finish in recent years
at Sunday's loath running of the
New England Championship.
Finishing 30th out of 37
teams isn't the prettiest outcome
in the world to the naked eye, but
it marked one of the best finishes
the Rams have had at the very
competitive meet which hosts
261 runners. Rhode Island has
finished in the top half of competitionS in each of its three opening
meets, including an impressive
9th place finish at the Shriners
Invitational last month, but finished behind 81 ·percent at the
New England Championship.
Still, the field was far more competitive and finishing ahead of
seven teams was a major accomplishment.
New
England
The
Championship was held in
Westfield, Mass. at Stanley Park
after being moved from Franklin
Park in Boston. Rams junior
James Bloom finished the race in
25:45, crossing the finish line first
for the Rams and 81st overall.

Senior Corey Coogan also performed well, finishing in 26:19,
144th overall.
"Every week we race we get
more and more comfortable with
the 8-kilomet~" Bloom said. "As
a whole, everyone's times are
dropping because of it. By the
end of the seasOI\ we should be
more competitive at the Atlantic10 Championship than we ever
have been."
The race was won bY'
Wiiliams College followed by
Massachusetts
Institute
of
Technology,
University
of
Vermont,
Boston
College,_
Dartmouth
College
and
Quinnipiac University. In conference rival University of New
Hampshire finished 8th, and the
University of Maine finished
12th. Bryant University finished
15th at the competition.
"We are progressing very
well," Coogan said. "We have a
solid top 6 runners that are running well. If we can really focus
and work hard these next .few
weeks, we'll be looking great for
the Atlantic-10 Championship."
The Rams will not have to
Continued on page 7

